The children will be exploring Noah’s Ark to
consider how to write instructions effectively.
Flotsam by David Wiesner
Ocean Meets the Sky by The Fan Brothers

Core Curriculum

Stories with Familiar Settings
Linked to our Geography study, we have picked
two wonderful books with a familiar setting of
the seaside. The children will use the images to
eventually create their own story with a familiar
setting.

Mathematics
Key skills taught: place value, measurements of
length and mass, addition and subtraction with 2digit numbers using pictorial representations and
properties of 2D and 3D shapes. Children will
solve a range of puzzles (including identifying
patterns, investigating sequences and formulating
rules.) This will help them with their reasoning
skills.

Science
Everyday Materials
The children will learn about the uses of everyday
materials including wood, plastic, metal, glass,
brick, paper and cardboard. The children will also
compare the suitability of different everyday
materials for different purposes.

Religious Education
We are Theologists

Online Buddies:

Hands, Feet, Heart
The children will be celebrating
South African music focusing on
pulse, rhythm and pitch. As well as
learning to sing, play, improvise and
compose, the children will listen and
appraise different styles of South
African music.

This study will focus around the
question ‘What do people believe
about God?’. This will explore the
six world Religions.

This activity will explore what
friendship means online. The
children will learn about the dos and
don’ts of communicating over the
internet.

Foreign Languages
We are Linguists

Physical Education
We are Active

Spanish with Miss McGee.

Games

Year 2 Autumn 1st Half Term
(Wednesday 3rd September – Friday 23rd October 2020)
Class 5: Miss Dryhurst
Class 6: Miss Day
Class Read: Treasure Island

Keeping Safe & Healthy
Curriculum

Instructions

Foundation Curriculum

Noah’s Ark

Art
We are Artists
Impressionism
Artist: Claude Monet
Skills: Drawing, Painting and Collage

Healthy Lifestyles
Healthy choices and managing feelings.

Growing and Changes
Recognising what we are good at and setting goals.

Keeping Safe
How to ask for help if you are worried about
something.

Digital Citizenship
Internet risks and keeping personal information
safe.

We are Geographers

Humanities Study

English

Music
We are Musicians

Computing
We are Computer Scientists

Coasts

This half-term, the children will be exploring what a coastline is and investigating the different
geographical features that make it. The children will be investigating the different physical and human
features they can spot along our ever changing coastline.
As our city is a coastal one, the children will spend time focusing on our location on the Mersey and
Irish Sea.
Outcome: The children will be able to name and talk about key human and physical coastal features
and understand why people choose to live by the coast.

